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A~aet .  The average time needed to t'c, rm unions of disjoint equivalence classes, using an 
algorithm suggested by Aho, Hopcroft  and Ullman, is shown to be linear in the total number of 
elements, thereby establishing a conjecture of Yao. The anab'tic method,; used to p~ove this 
result are of interest in themselves, as they are based on extensions of Stepanov'~ approach to the 
study of random graphs. Several refinements of Yao's analyses of related algorithms are also 
pres-nted. 
O. ln~oduetion 
The problem of maintaining a representation of equivalence ,:lasses or partiti~ms 
of a set arises in many applications. Aho, Hc.,pcrof:, and Ullman [ 1, Chapter 4] have 
called this the UNION-F IND problem, ancl they begin their exposition by intro- 
ducing the fo!lowing simple data organization: 
Let R[x] be the name of the equivalence class containing element x. 
Let N[s] be the number of elements in equiwa!ence c!ass s. 
Let L[s] desig..'rate a linked list containing, the elements of class s. 
To merge disjoint equivalence classes s and t, where N[s ] ~< N[ t l, set R [x ] ,- t for 
all x in L[s], append L[s] to L[t], add N[s] to N[t], and call the new equivalence 
class t. 
Initiall'/all classes have size !, and they are merged into larger and larger cla.,.,~ - 
as the algorithm proceeds. 
This strategy allows us to find the equivalence class c~,ntaining a gi,/en element i~, 
constan~ time; and the cost of r"Olacing two classes by lheir unio~, is cssentiall,- 
proporl ional to the size of th;: ~maiier class, i.e, the number of ~imcs R[x] is 
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changed. If there are n elements in all, it is easy to see that R[x] is changed at most 
Ign times ~ for each x, since the class containing x must at least double in size 
~henever 1¢,[x] changes. Therefore it will take at most O(n log n) units of time to 
do~ the union operations. 
In this paper we shah prove that the average amount of time to do all unions by 
the above method is only O(n), thereby establishing a conjecture of Yao [12]. The 
probability distribution on the set of possible input sequences, which leads to such 
"average" behavior, can be defined in several equivalent ways corresponding tothe 
conventional notion of a r~nd_om graph; in essence, the probability that classes  
and t will be merged at any particular step is proportional to N[s]N[t]. 
Section 1 deserii~s a convenient way to deal with large random graphs, by 
analogy with the treatment ~f large systems of particles in statistical mechanics, an 
approach which was first suggested by Stepanov [10]. Section 2 develops everal 
estimates useful in the study of this probability model, and Section 3 explains how 
to apply the resulting formulas to the abow.- algorithm. The proof of linearity is 
completed in Sections 4, 5, and 6. 
Following Yao [12], we shall call the above algorithm QFW, for "quick find 
weighed"; one can quickly find the equivalence class eontain!ing x by s~_mply 
looking at R[x], and the class sizes or weights N[s] are used to decide how the 
UtlXlating is done. QFW is a refinement of the a!go-ithm QF, which dispenses 
with the N[s] table and simply updates one of the two classes selected 
arbitrarily. In Section 7 the QF algorithm is shown to require ~n2/8 updates on the 
average. Empirical experiments on QF and QFW, confirming this theory, appear in 
Section 8. 
Section 9 discusses another probability model under which we might wish to study 
the average behavior of QF and QFW, based on the hypothesis that the actual unions 
to be performed take ~lace in random order. Recurrence relations which arise in this 
model are studie.i in Sections 10, 11, and 12, culminating in detailed exact or 
asymptotic ez:eulations of the avecage cost. 
Finally, Section 13 diseussec the distribution of "union trees" associated with 
equivatenee algorithms, and relates such trees to two other algorithms (QM and 
QMW) desc~-~bed by Yao, in additi~.: e OF and QFW. Several open problems 
conclude me paper. 
1. Connectivity of random graphs 
Let us ima~ne that each o; ~ the (n2-n)/2 pairs of distinct elements {x, y} has 
been ~ated  in some manner with (n2-n) /2  inuepen~ient equal-sized samples 
of some radioactive substance like radium, where there is probability e-t that any 
pani~Iar sample of radium has emitted ae a particles between time 0 and time t. 
We u~e ]g for Iog~ and ]n for Iog~. 
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When the radium associated with {x, y} fires off its first partic!e, we immediately 
draw a line between x and y; at any time t > 0 the lines drawn in ~his way define an 
undirected graph on the n given e lements.  
Let  P, , ( t )  be the probab i l i ty that  he random graph defined in this way is 
connected at time t; thus P , ( t )  is an increasing function which approaches 1 as 
t ~ m. It is easy to verily, for example, that 
P~(t )= 1; 
p2(o= 1_  - '  e ; 
-",t P3( t )= l -3e  -2 '+2e ; 
,tt e -S t  -6 t  P4(t)= 1 -4  e -3 ' -  3 e- 4- 12 -6  e 
Another  way to define a randorn graph is to say that each of the (n" - n )/2 edges 
is independently present with probability p and absent with probability q = 1 -p"  
then P , ( t )  is the probabil ity of connectedness if we set q = e-'. This definition was 
introduced by Gilbert [3], who wrote, for example, "P3 = 1 -  3q2+ 2q3"; but we 
shall see i ha; Stepanov's physical interpretation tends to be more suggestive in 
developing the theory. 
Incid~,ntally, P~(t )  may be regarded as a generating function for two types of 
discrete quantities associated with random graphs: If C(n ,  m)  denotes the number 
of connected graphs on n labeled vertices having m edges, we have 
P.(t~, -= Y C(n, m) (1 -e - ' ) "  e -"~'~-"~/2-"~ 
m~0 
=e-t"~-")'/2 L C(n,m)(e'- 1)'; (1.1) 
m~O 
and if A(n ,m)  denotes the number of ordered sequences of edges {x~, y~}, 
{x2, y2}, . . . ,  lxm, y,.} defining a connected graph~ where x, ~ y, but d~:plicate dges 
{xi, yi} = {xi, yi} are allowed, we have 
P , . ( t )=c  -t"2-n)'/2 ~ A(n ,m)t " /m! ,  (1.2) 
ra >~O 
since e%k/k!  is the probability that a given edge has "'fired" exactly k times. The 
sum in (~.1) can, of course, be restricted to the range n -- : <- m <~ (n ~ - n ) /2.  sine: 
C(n ,  m)= 0 when m < n - 1 ; similarly, we can replace "'m ~ (}'" ',v "'::: ,7 - 1 "" i~l 
(1.2). 
It is easy to compute the functions P,,(t) f(w n = 1, 2 . . . .  by using the recurrence 
formula 
k~ k 1] Pk(t)e =1- (i ?,~ 
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this formula follows immediately from the fact that the kth term of the sum is the 
probability that a particular poiw, x is connected to exactly k points (including 
i~ l f )  at time t. Identity (1,3) has a remarkable corollary, 
1)Pk(t)(e- +z~ - =( l  +z)  n-', (1.4) 
k~l  
which holds for all z; the coefficient of z "  on the left-hand side of (1.4) can be 
shown to equal the coefficient on ~he right, using (1.3). 
Stepanov [9] discovered two nonline, ar identities 
k~,l k Pk(t)F'-k(t)(e-kC"-l-k)'--e-k~"-k)')' (1.5) 
p,(t)=n(n-1) ~ (n--~)F'k(t)pn._k(t)e-kC"-k)' 
2 ~_~-! k -  
(1.6) 
for which he gave rather lengthy algebraic and analytic proofs. His first formula can 
be proved more direxrtly by observing tha~: the k~h term in the sum is the probability 
of a connected graph in which a particular point x would be connected to exactly k 
points if another particular point y were removed. There are (~,-~) ways to 
choose the k - 1 other points, and the graph restricted to x and those other points 
must ~e connected, as must the graph restricted to the remaining n -  k points 
including y; and there must be at least one edge from the k points to y, but none 
from the k points to the remaining n -  1 -k .  Stepanov's second formula can be 
proved by noting that F,', (t) dt i~ the probability that the graph becomes connected 
at time t (i.e., between t and t +dr); this is the number of ways to choose an edge 
{x, y}, times the number of ways to divide the n points into a set of k elements 
containing x and a set of n - k elements containing y, times the probability that the 
k points and the n -k  points are already connected, times the probability e-~ dt 
that the edge {x, y } has just ~'fired'', times the probability that the other k (n - k ) -  1 
edges between the two sets have not yet fired. 
2. Bounds on the probability of connectedness 
ff we sel: z =-e - " '  in (1.4), we find 
P . ( t )=(1 -e - " ' )  "-1- ~ (n - l l )  :,k<,, k Pk(t)(e-i"-e-m)n-k' 
hence:: (d. [10]) 
(2.1) 
,,,. -e  ) . (2.2) 
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In fact, a similar argument proves the sharper upper bound 
p,,(t)<~(1-e-t"-v~') "-1, 
but we will not need this improvement. When t is large, the bound in (2.2) is very 
good because the correction terms dropped from (2.1) become exponentially small; 
but when t is near zero, we can squeeze another factor or n out of tae upper bound, 
since (of. [11, p. 228]) 
p,,(t)<~n"-z(1-e-') "-1. (2.3) 
This formula follows because a connected graph must contain a spanning tree as a 
subgraph; tbeI'~ are n "-2 spanving trees on n labeled points and (1 -e - ' )  "--~ is the 
probabil ity that any particular spanning tree is present. A simple l~-~wer bound for 
P,,(t) can be obtained by considering only the term for m = n - 1 in (1.1): 
p,,(t)>~ n"-2(1 _ e-,) - - l (e-¢--2wz) --1 (2.4) 
Relations (2.3) and (2.4) combine to give the formula 
P. ( t )  = n"-zt"-x(1- O(n2t)). (2.5) 
(Here and in the sequel we shall use O notation to stand for functions bounded by 
absolute constants, depending only on specified conditions. For example, in (2.5) 
the O(n2t) stands for any function of n and t whose absolute value is at most  Cn2t 
for some C, when n I> 1 and t >t 0.) 
We shall ~3e especially ~cncerned with value of P.(t) for t << 1/n, and the upper 
bound "~ '~' tz.-.) shows that P.(t) is exponeatial ly small in this critical range In order to 
understand more easily what is going on. let us magnify tihe values by defining 
~,  (t ~, -- P.(t)/(1- e-"")"- '  (2 .6)  
If we apply formula (1.6), together with formula (1.5) both as it stands and with k 
replaced l:,y n -k ,  we obtain 
to'(t)  = ((1 -e - " " " ' ) r , ( t ) -n  (n - 1)e-"'P,(t))/(1 -e-"')" 
n(n -1)  (n -2 )  ek(t)l~-k(t) -k,,-k', 
- 2 k~l k -  ! (1 -e - " ' ) "  e " 
×(1-e" ' - -e - " : (e  k ' -  1 +e ':~-~''- 1)~ 
n(n -1)  ~, (n-21)wk(t)w,,_~,(t)e--k~,,-k, 
2 k~>l k 
M . . . .  n t  n t " 
1 -e  t ---~ 
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hence co,, (t) satisfies a surprisingly simple differential difference quation (c:f. [ 10]): 
[,./n | (R  \ ~'t"n . . . .  Isinh(kt/2)\k/sinh((n - k )t/2) \ "-k co~(t)-; 21 E -g~)con'kff)[sinh(nt/2)) [ .... si~h(ne2) ) " 
(2,8) 
It IoHows in p~a i~ that ~.( t ) is  monotone in.easing. Our bounds on P.(t) 
imply that 
con(f) = l ( l+O(n2t ) )  for t =O(n-2); (2.9) 
1. (2.1o) 
n 
We can also obtain a recurrence for co,(t) analogous to (1.3) and (2.7), using (1.4) 
with z =-e  -"t-. 
t~,l 1 _e_~; ]  ] ~  ] = 1. (2.11) 
We shall make several uses of the following estimate for co.(t), which is of 
-3/2~ particular interest when t < n 
Lemnm I. co,(t)~(I/n)exp(cn3/2t), where c =~~0.62666.  
~oof.  It is easy to verify that si~ah(at)/sinh(bt)<~a/b whenO<a<<.b and t~>0, 
hence (2.8) implies 
i n  
Note that equality holds when t = 0. L:t us now consider the quantity 
{n\{k\k/n-k\  ~-k k)= j 
which appears in this sum. Euier's sununation formula implies that 
OO 
lnn!=n lnn-n+ln 2g~n+ I, t-2h(t)dt, 
where h(t)= 2x{t}{1- t} and{t} denotes t -  [tJ,.the fractional part of t. Consequently 
In &(rg, k)= In ,~l 2~rk(,,_k)--(Ik + ~_k)t-2h(t)dt, 
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and we obtain the bound 
E ck(n,k)<~/~ E 1 
O<k<,, 0<i,<,, x/-k(n - k) 
n dx = B , = . 
< , / - ; ( i -  x)  • 
By induction we have k~ok(t)" (n-::)~,-k(t)'-;exp(c(k3/2+(n-k)3/2)t) <~ 
exp(cn3/2t), so (2.12) yields 
ro'.(t)<~ exp(cn3'Zt), 
o~n(t)<~--+c,f-nn exo(cn3/Zu)du -.~--exp(cn3/2t). 
FI " n 
[] 
Incidentally, it can be shown that 
J (0)= ½(O(n)- 1), (2.13) 
where 
n-1 n - ln -2  
O(n)= 1 +-~+- -  6" ' "  
n n n 
/'n'J--'~ 1+1 ~/2n 4 +O(/ , /_3/2)  ' (2.14) 
= ",/"2 ~ 135n 
by using "Aoel  identities"; see [8, Section 1.5] and [4, Section 1.2.11.3]. Therefore 
the constanl c in Lemma 2.1 is best possible. 
3. Connee'¢'an to the equivalence algorithm 
WherJ the radium associated with edge {x, y} emits an c~-pai ticle, we can imagine 
invokirg the equivalence algorithm at that instant, merging classes R [x] and R[y] if 
they are distinct. Then the equivalence classes at any time will be the same as the 
connected components of the random graph. The probability that two edges fire 
simultaneously is zero; and as t ~ ~ the graph becomes; connected with probability 
1. In effect we are considering a random execution o1! the equiva!el~ce algorithm 
where the classes to be merged at each stage are selected by choosing u~iform!y 
among all pairs (x, y) of elements that are not already equivalent, q~his :;ceres to bc 
the most natural way to define the average behavior of the process. 
When R[x] is a class of size k and R[y] is a class of size m, let us say :ha~ the 
algorithm does a (k, ' • m)-mergc, :he cost of such a merge is mi~(k, m ). Therefore ~hc 
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average running time todo n - ~ unions which connect he graph is 
rain(k, m)E~.k.m, (3.1) 
l ,~k,m<n 
where E,,,k.,. is; the average number of(k, m)-merges performed. In more intuitive 
terms, the average number oftim¢s the ~ng of an a~particle causes a component 
of s~k  to ~ j0 in~ toa  component of size m is E~.~.m +E,.m.k, when k # m. 
Given any fixed Way to partition the n elements into sets (A, B, C) of respective 
sizes (k, m, n - k - m), the probability that the random process will at some time do 
a (k, m)-merge with A and B as the respective classes is 
½ Pk(t)P,,,(t) e-ck÷"~'-k-m~' d(1 - e-k"'), (3.2) 
since 1--e -k'" is the distribution function for the firing of at least one of the km 
edges between A and B, while Pk(t)P,,,(t)e -~k÷''X'-k-''~' is the probability that A 
and B are inte~mally connected but not joined to C at time t. ,(The factor ½ in (3.2) 
accounts for the ,~,,~hoh;I;~ ,h v . . . . . . . . .  s ..,at x instead of y belongs to class A when the edge 
{x, y} fires, since we may regard (x. y) and (y, x) as equally probable.) By consider- 
ing all possible choices of A, B, and C, we have 
at f® E,~..~, -2" k!ml(n-k-m)! Jo Pk(t)Pm(t)km e -kin' e -ck+m)t"-k-m)' dt.
(3.3) 
For example, consider the simplest case k = m = 1: The expected number of 
times we for.n a class of size 2 is 
E,.:.I =n(n2-1) ~ e_tZ,_3) , dt = n(n - 1)/(4n -6 )~ n/4. (3.4) 
It follows that about n/2 singletons are built into pairs, while the other n/2 
elements begin the;.-" ;.nteractions by being hooked to larger components. 
When k and m are fixed, we can deduce the asyrnptotie behavior of E,.k.m as 
n ~oo by using, only the comparatively weak estimate (2.5), since the important 
contribution ',a the integral occurs when t i.~ very small. Let 
/ I = k +m; ,3.5) 
then 
E,~k,,,, =½(7)( ~)kk-~m -~ ~°° tt-2(l -O(k2t))(l-O(m2t))e-¢"t-F+km)' dt 
and the integral is 
(t-2)! _,) 
¢,,t::: o(  " as n -~.  
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It follows that 
En,  k,m (k+m-2)  kk-2m m-2  
= k-1  2 (k+m)  k+"- ln+O(1)  
when k and m are fixed. 
(3.6) 
4. Prep~rations for the estimations 
Our main goal is to prove that the QFW algorithm has linear expected time, i.e., 
that the sum (3 t,) is O(n). Since E,,k,,, does not seem to have a simple formula we 
must content ourselves with approximate values. 
Stirling's approximation applied to (3.6) indicates that we might expect the 
estimate 
n )1/2 (4.1) En,  k.m -- 0 k 312m3/2  .:t- t'a 
to be valid. If (4.1)could be proved, we would be done, since it implies that 
min(k, m)E..k,m ~ ~ k(E.,k,., +E...,.k) 
l ~k, ra<n l ~k <~m <n 
v , (  n ) -..inm~/2\ 
z. 0 ,: = E o~---7. I = O(n ). 
1 ~k~m<n k I/2H'I 1 ~;m':n ~ ~. / 
(4.2) 
Actoally (4.1) is not true when k = 1 and m =n-1 ,  as we shall see later; 
however, the methods we shall discuss below are strong enough to prove (4.1) in 
the special cases 
k, .:~ ~ ,~2/3 or  k, m • n 2/3. (4.3) 
Fortunately this suffices to plo~e the desired result, since the ~'uncontrolled" terms 
have a sum bounded by n" We have 
k(E,,,i,.m+E,,,,,,.k)<~n, (4.4) 
l~k~n 2/3 
n 2 / j  ~m.<n 
since the left-hand side is les~ tha- the average number of times the QFW algorithm 
changes R[x] while including x for the first time in a class of size >n 2/3, and this 
can hapgen at most once for any element. 
By Lemma 1 and Equations (2.6), (3.3) our ~fission will be accomplished if wc 
can prove that 
n! Io  k!m!! (n -k . -m)!  (1 - e-k')k-l(1 -- e - " ) " - i  exp(c (k 3/2 
- k - re)t)dt = O( k + m)(n  317- - -  
-3/2 + m )t - kmr 
~) (4 5i 
n )l,:.  • 
m3/2(k + m 
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uader con~tion (4.3). In other words we are interested in integrals of the form 
rtt~ m, w)= ~,o (1-e-kt)k-l( 't-e-"a) ~'-1 e --t dt. (4.6) 
. s  ~ . .  _ - 
S. Esllmmle of file i ~  
Us ing  the identity 
1-e  -at = ot ~ t e -x~at d.r,1 
repeatedly in (4.6), we can express l(k, m, w) in the form 
k ' - 'm ' - '  ~*° ~ . . . jo' tk+"-2 exp(--wt-- k(x, + . . . + xk_~)t 
k-  I +m-  1 times -- re(y1 +" • • + ym-1)t) dx dy dt, 
where dx ~ dx i :  .- d.vk-I and dy = dyx. • • dy,,,-1. Hence 
f f I(k,m, w)=k~-~mm-X(k +m-2)! . . .  (w+kg+m.o)~+m_~, (5.2)
where ~=x~+.  •• +xk-!  and ~, = y l+"  • • + Ym-1 .  Let us now translate the domain 
of integration, w: i,~ng 
I(k, m, w)= k k-: m m-l(k + m -- 2)!J(k, m, w + k(k - 1)/2 + m(m - 1)/2), 
~+1/2 • • f+ l /2  dx  dy 
J (k'm' w)= I_,; ~ " J_,/2 (w+k,+m.~) k+m-l" 
(5.~) 
We wish to estimate J(k, m, w), but first let us try the same kind of operations on 
a similar but simpler integral 
f,/2.., f l /2 dx . 
(1-- e-a~)k-1 e-Wt dt=ak- l (k -1 ) !  .:-1/2 .-1/2 (w+ot(k -1) /2+t~)  k" 
since the integral in this case can be evaluated exactly as a Beta inte~al, 
0~ (1 -e - " t )  I'-1 e -~  dr= 1 ~1 )k-luW/"-I - -  (1 - -U  du  = 
tg 
1 r(k)r(w/a) 
a r (k + w/a) '  
(5.4) 
(5.3) 
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we have derived the rather remarkable formula 
~a/2 fl/2 dx 1 F(w/a - (k -1 ) /2 )  
• • • ..... 
J-~/2 ~_~/= (w +a¢)J' =~ k r(wla+(k+1)/2) 
(s.5) 
Incidentally, (5.5) may .~,e regarded as a consequence of the considerably more 
general identity 
1 1 
Anf(w)= Y', (7) ( -  1)"- i f(w+J)= 5o ' ' "  I, ]~" ) (w+t , ' t - ' "+t . )d t , ' "d t .  
(5.6) 
used in interpolation theory. 
Equation (5.5) can he used to estimate (5.4). First, since the logarithm function is 
concave (i.e., In(x +ty)>~(1- t)ln x +t ln(x + y)), we have 
(k + m) ln(w + ks e + mr/)~ k ln(w + k~)+ m ln(w + k~:-t- (k + m )77 ); 
hence 
,,11/2 
J-,/2 
J(k,m,w)~ . . . . . .  dy(w+k¢+mTq)  
~-1/2 J-1/L(W + k~) k ~-x/z -1/2 (w + k~ + (k + m )rl ) ~" 
k-1  m-1  
<~(W-F 
k(k -1 )  re (m- l ) \  
2 + 2 ) x 
. . .  r|:/2 dx 
( m- l , .  m- l )  
J-l/2 (w + k•)kt w + k¢- (k  + m) - -T -  ) . . • ( w 4-kC~ +(k + m )---g-- 
Second~y, since 
(5.7) 
x+l/2 
f In u du = In x + O(x -2) 
Jx-1/2 
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for x ;~ ½, we have 
m--  
ln((v 21) (v  m2 3-) • • • (v + '~)  ) 
v+ml2 
= In u du + 0(1)  
Je--m/2 
=rain v - f(m, v)+ 0(1), (5.s) 
where 
f(m. v)=m +(v -2)  ,n (1 -~v) - (v  +2)In(14- ~-~) 
1 m 3+__!__ ___m s+ m 7 . . . .  ) 
is a convergent series provided that m ~< 2v. Therefore (5.7) yields 
il/2 i1/2 dx ( (  l ( k ,m,  w)<~O(w+k2+m 2) . . .  -1/2 -1/2 (W + k~) k+m exp f m, 
[,/2 fl/2 
~< O(W + k 2 + m 2) ' ' '  d~1: 
(w + kO 
' (w-k (k - - l~2) )  
x expl f m, 
k +m 
Again we can use concavity of the logarithm to conclude, that 
(k+m)ln(w+k~)>>-m In w+k ln(w +(k +m)¢). 
Using (5.5) again, 
O(_~W + k 2 4" m: 2) exp(f(m, (w - k(k -= J~ )/2)/(k + m ))) 
J ( k, m, w ) <~ w--(w : "(fc :~n )'(k : l~)  - - - "~ ~-"(Ic -+ m~ - 
O(w+k2+m2)exp(f(  w-k (k  ].)/2 w .)) 
= . . . . .  Wk+,,, -- m, k+m )+f (k 'k+m " 
The only hypothesis we have required is that k ~ 2z when f(k~ z) is to be evaluated. 
We can therefore state the result of our calculations as follows. 
Lemma 2, If k -<- m and m(k + m)<<.2w +m(m - 1), we have 
l .k-l,~,m-l(~ ,. ,,. ,.. +..m-2)! ~ 
l(k,m, w)<~O (w+~(k_~)/2+m(m_l) /2)k÷ ~ , 
( (w+m(m-1) /2 )  
×exp [ m, k + m 
+fi( k, w+k(k-1)/2+m(mk+m - 1)/2)) . 
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6. The linearity theorem 
The argument of Section 4 together with Lemma 2 now yields 
Theorc,a 1. The average time lbr the QFW algorithm w do its set unions is O(n ). 
Proof. Let k and m satisfy (4.3) and k + m ~< n; we may assume that k ~< m. Let 
w = (k + re)n- - (k  + m) 2 + km - c (k  3/2 + m a/2), (6.1) 
where c is the constant of Lemma 1, so that 
n~ 
E~,k.,,, ~'k!m---~V.(n-k- m)( I(k'  m, w). (6.2) 
We wish to apply Lemma 2 to estimate l(k, m, w); so we must check that 
m(k + m)<~ 2w + m(m - 1), i.e., 
2c(k 3/2 .[_ m 2(k + m)(n - k - m)+ (k - 1)m. (6.3) 
If k ~< m ~ r 2/3 this certainly holds for all sufficiently large n ; and when n ~/2 In n ~< 
k ~< m we obtain (6.3) for all large n by the estimates 2c(k~/2 + m3/2)~< 4cm3/2 
m3/2b~n-m<~(n l / " lnn -1)m<-(k -1 )m.  (We really only need to consider k > 
n 2/3 in r.his arguing, :, ~ut the more general estimate will be useful in the proof of 
Theoz em 2 below.) 
In order to simplify the formulas obtained after applying Lemma 2 in (6.2), we 
shall write 
y =n- (k+m-1) /2 ,  
(6.4) 
noting ::hat 
k 3/2 + m 3/2 c--- 
y =z+l+c  . . . . . . . . .  <~z+l+cVm.  
k+m 
(6.5) 
The factor n! / (n -k -m)!  in (6.2)can be rewritten as 
(y - (k+~a-  1 ) /2 ) (y - (k+m-3) /2 ) . . .  (y +(k -~m--  1)/2)= O(y k+~" e e{k*,~.,,~) 
by (5.~-); hence (6.2) and Lemma 2 imply that 
k 1 m 1 k+m 
En, k,,m "- 0 77- -~,_ -~C~- ' - -1 - '~-~n- - - i  ! 
~c :m :~K -e m ; z / 
=O k3/2m3/Z(k+m):/~ e . 
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where 
R=~m,  k(k-  1)~ Y)+O(m log y ) (6.7) z --2( k + m )} + f(k, z ) -  f(k + m, 
The proof of Theorem I will be complete if we can show that R isbounded above, 
since we have already, noted that Theorem 1 follows from (4,1)under condition 
(4.3). 
Relations (6:), (6.5) make it clc'ar that z >~ n/3 for all large n, hence 
ml/2 
-Y=I +O( - -~) .  (6.8) 
Z 
Furthermore it is clear from (5.9) that 
f(m, v + d)= f(m, v).+O(~,ut/v), 
and that 
f(k + m, y ) -  f(k, y)~ f(k + m, u ) -  f(k, u) 
Let us set 
when y ~< u. 
k+m/  k(k-  1),~ 
u =--'m [ Y - 2(k + m)} " (6.9) 
Then y ~< u ~ 2y, and we can simplify R as follows: 
k(k-  1)~ m 3/2. kml/2. 
R =f (m,Y -2(  k +m)l + O(--7-)+/(k' y)+ O(---~--) 
m -'-:(m, i- m u)+:(k, y:)-:(k +m, y)+O 
m "m 3/2, 
<~ f(m, ~ 'u )  + f(k, u ) -  f(k .m,  u )+O( -~) .  
I 
(6.10) 
Sin~ 
m 
+re, u) 
1 
= 5" 2](2/+ 1X2u) 2j(m(k +m)2i +k2i+1-(k +m) 2i+1) 
i;D1 
::i 2~ 2 = - V k((k +m) -k  )< km km 2 
l~  2 / (2 /+ lX2u)  ~:  - : "  .......... 96n ?-' (6.11,) 
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the remainder R is surely bounded when k ~ m ~ n 2/3. On the other hand. when 
n 9-/3 <k <~m, let g (n )= m3/Z/n; then 
• 3 / 2 ,  m 2 . 3,'2. 
km2+o( -~)<~ 96n4,3+O(~- - - ) -~g(n) ' / "+O(g(n) )  R ~< - 96n----- ~ = 
is iegg than some absolute constant. I-1 
The above proof of Theorem 1 shows that ~,.k,m  io exponentially small when 
m >~ k ~n 2/3+~ and also in certai~ other cases (e.g. k = n ~/z+-, m = n ~-~). Thus it is 
rare to merge two large classes; one way to state this is 
Theorem 2. '/'he p:obabiiiE~ that the equivalence algorithm merges two classes of 
sizes k and m, with. 
n lnn  
4~ni ~< k ~< m, (6.12) 
is exponentia:ly small; i.e., it is O(n -b)/or all constants b. 
Proof. The arguraent used to prove Theorem 1 shows that 
( n ) ( kin2 (m3/2)) 
JE,.j:,m=O k3/~m.~/~( k+m)i/:  ! exp 96n2+O ~ ; 
this is exponentially small since 
j .m ? , m312.  m3/2 
+ .... ( o,1,) 
and m312/n >~ln . Summing over all k and m leaves an exponentiaily small 
result. I-3 
7. The unw~ighted algorithm 
If the QFW algorithm had not used the array N[s], so lhat unions would be done 
by renaming the elements in the larger class with probability ~, its average running 
time would be significantly greater. Let E,.k be the average numbt, r of equivalence 
classes of siize k formed during a random execution of the algorithm, i.e., the 
average- number of components of size k which appear, as the edges of the random 
graph appear in random order. The average running ti~e of the "unweigh',ed" 
algorit'am can be expressed as 
(7 1) 
1~£<n 
1296 D,H, Knu~ A. Sch~nhage 
s~nce the elements of each component of size <n have a 50-50 chance of being 
renamed. 
As in Equation (3.3), we can write down an integral for E.,k, this time more ea.qily 
than before: 
I n,~ f® e_k~._~,~,) 
~t = !~k] Jo Pk(t)d(1- 
= (k) ~® P, ft)k{n.- k'J e"("-')' dt. (7.2) 
2/3 We can now argue as before to,obtain satisfactory estimates of E.a, when k ~ n 
or when k is sufficiently large: 
• 1~3.  (a) 
b,~E.~, n ( ck'n ) 
~-~exp n-k-cq~ ' for n > k +=,fk, 
where c is the constant of Lemma I; 
. - ,  
(b) E~.~ ffi 1 -~(H.  -H . , -k )+ O for e <~ kin <~ 1, 
where l-I. denotes the sum ~,l.~t.~. l /k ,  and where the constant implied by the 0 may 
depend on e. 
Since ~ot(t)~> I/k we have 
on ~tting x - e -~ and using well known properties of the Beta function. The upper 
bound follows kn a smlar manner, 
E.., ~ (kl ~®(1-e~')~-'(n-k)eCk'/"-'("-')' dt 
~ (n - 1)(n - 2) - "  (n - k) 
=~,~ (~ - c , /~-  1}(n -c .~-2) .  • • {n-c~-k) 
n ~ 1 + 1 ,+- 
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To prove (b)we use Stepanov's theorem [10] that 
to,,(t) = (1 - (1 +nt)e-")(1 + o(1)) (7.3) 
uniformly for t >I yo/n; by careful analysis of his proof we can replace the o( 1 ) term 
by O(logn/n), where the constant implied by this O depends on yo. Thus 
E~.,,, kn (1 - (1  +kt)e-k')(1--e-k')k-'k(n--k)e - in-k)' dt(, 1 +O\~n // 
+(nk)O( f~°/k(1--e-k')k-'k(n--k)e-kt"-k" dt )
1 
--(nk) - Ia - --Inx'x)(1--x)k-'x"-k-1 ( o(lOg n)___ ,j (n k)  (1 (1 dx 1+ / 
x Etl / 
i 
+O((k)(n-k)Ii_zo(1-x)k-'x"-k-'dx) 
where 1 -Zo  = exp(-yo).  The latter integral is clearly less than Zo k, and by choosing 
zo suftieiently small as a function of v we can ensure that 
zok <~z~" = 3-" ;  
(n'k this is small enough to wipe out the contribution from )_ (n - k ), so the correction 
term ~~ negligible. The first integral is 
1 1 
Io (1--'x)kxn-k-l dX + Io (1--X)k- lx"-k ln x dx 
k !(n - k - 1)! ~- d Io' n! dn (1 --x)k-lx "-k dx 
k ! (n -k -1 ) !  (k -1) ! (n  -k ) !  / ' l+  
\n  n! n! 
1 
---+'1 " . t  n 
l ) 
n- -k  4- 1 ' 
Part (a) e ~: this theorem implies that 
E.,k "" n i-2a for k = n ~, a < 2; 
this is ::ather striking when ½< a <-23, since it approaches n 
compoaents of a random graph tend to grow very rapidly one:, 
range. ".hey must move quickly past such values of k. 
The :approximation for Er,,k in part (b) of the theorem, 
1 - - '~  k n/ 
k t . . . .  +0  + , 
2n 
(7.~) 
-'/~. Apparen)V,, the 
~iey ~eT to th:is size 
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has the right order of growth wken kffi n 2/3, but it has been proved only for k >~ en. 
At any rate we can determine the asymptotic value of (7. I) without knowing too 
much about E,~,~ in the middle range of k. The sum of kE,,.k for k < en is at 
rntnt ~n ~, since i~t is obvious that E~ <~ In~k] for all k. (All components of size k 
formed dufing~ the ~lgodthm are disjoint, so there are never more than Ln/k] of 
them.) ~e sum of kE,,.k, for k ~>en differs from n2/4 by at most en2+O(n log n), 
since 
E (k - (n - kXU,,  - H,,_,,)) = ~ 2 
l~k,~n (7.5) 
~d each term in this sum is less than n. Thus 
(§- n~ E kE~ + n'- 
l¢k<n (7.6) 
r . . . . , ,  ~..,-, __a _,, s~al-fiidently l • ,,, .... ,,--,, ,,,u ,u . arge n; the running time is asymptotically n2/8, a 
factor of order n times what it was in the weighted case. It is tempting to conjecture 
that a stronger result actually holds, namely 
1 121 
"~ ~., kE,.,.k=-~n+-~nlnn+O(n), (7.7) 
since ~,I,~<,,2,, kE,,.k .---Zan In n. 
A eamparison of formulas (3.3) and (7.2) shows that En.,,-1 = 2En.i.,-i, and 
indeed this relation is obvious by the nature of the e,~aivalence algorithm, since any 
ccmponent of size n -  I must be merged with the remaining singleton element. 
Theorem 3(b)now yields 
1 
E.j..-, = ~+0 (7.8) 
hence (4.1) does not hold in general. 
8. N u ~  r ~  
Some Monte Carlo experiments were made to test the above theory; for each 
value of n, random edges {x, y} were generated until the corresponding graph was 
connected, and this process was repeated ten times. Here are the results (with "+"  
ind~ting one unit of standard eviation): 
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n Observed cost, QF ~ 2 n +~n In n cost, QFW 
2 1.0 ± 0.0 0.96 1.0 ± o.0 
4 4.3±0.1 3.85 3.4±0.2 
8 15.7±0.3 13.5 8.5±0.2 
16 50.8±2.4 46.8 20.2±0.8 
32 178.4 ± 5.7 165.0 45.6 ± 0.9 
64 638± 19 600.7 99.0± 1.9 
128 2375±71 2255.0 212.3 ±4.4 
256 8609± 153 8665.2 451.2 ±7.7 
51~ 33 938±590 33 832.7 936± 13 
1024 133 012~972 133 437.9 1941 ± 15 
2048 532 637~5969 529 493.1 3955 ± 39 
4096 2 130 655 ± 11233 2 108 508.5 7927±49 
Note that the values in the unweighted case conform well to the predicted asymp- 
totic behavior, and the values in the weighted case seem to be less than 1.95 n. 
For small n it is possible to (alculate exact values without great difficulty; e.g., 
when n :-4 we readily find 
E41,1_  ~ _2  1 • --5,  E4,1.2 = E4 .1 ,3 -5 ,  E4.2,2=5,  
hence the true average costs of the unweighted and weighted algorithms are 
respectively 4.4 and 3.2. 
When n =8 the E,,.k.,, values are as in Table 1 and the average costs arc 
respectively 16 290 696/1 062 347 ~ 15.3 and 12 265 252/1 448 655 ---- 8.47. 
Table 1 
m =- 1 m =2 m =3 m =4 m = 5 m =6 m = 7 
k=l  
k - -2  
k=3 
k :"4 
7.8 
13 
28 60 5096 3046 168 
51 2)9 24 035 15 249 715 
2 134 74 13 054 66 958 
l l  1265 897 167 739 83~ 695 
292 9472 214 482 
4485 187473 5311 735 
3O 881 
937 365 
Table: 2 shows En,k,m and E,,.~ when n = !6 and k ~-m 
_,' 929  82 ~ 
531 i  ~ 
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Table 2 
k=l  k=2 k=3 k=4 k=5 k=6 k=7 k=8 E,,.m 
m = 1 4.138 16.000 
m = 2 0,976 0.294 4.138 
m = 3 0.449 0.148 0.079 1.951 
m =4 0.274 0.095 0.052 0.035 1.191 
m = 5 0.198 0.071 0.039 0.027 0.020 0.846 
m =6 0.160 0.058 0.033 0.022 0.017 0.014 0.665 
m = 7 0.1~1 0.052 0.029 0.020 0.014 0.011 0.008 0.5~5 
~.-~  8 0.133 0.049 0.027 0.018 0.013 0.009 0.006 0.002 0.511 
~ O 0.133 0.048 0.026 0.017 0.011 0.006 0.003 0.487 
m "~ 10 0.140 0.050 0.026 0.01.5 0.008 0.003 0.4!~5 
m = 11 0.156 0.053 0.026 0.023 0.004 0.504 
m = 12 0.182 0.058 0.024 0,008 0.543 
m - 13 0.224 0.061 0.0!7 0.604 
m --- 14 0.290 C.056 0.692 
m = 15 0.407 0.814 
Note that EI6.2.12<E16.2.13>EI6.2,1.4, so  the values of E:,a,,,,, are not convex in 
general. The true average costs for ,~ = 16 are 51.120 and 20.332; thus the Monte 
Carlo results appear to be valid. 
9. Another model for average cost 
We might also wish to study the average behavior of an equivalence algorithm 
under the assumption that the operations consist of the edges of a random 
spanning tree in random order; thus, we assume that the n"-"(n- 1)! possib~,e 
~quences of union operations of the form "merge {R[xl] ,R[yl]};-"  ' ; merge 
{R[xn-1], R[yn-1]}" are equa]iy likely. 
The difference between this model and the previous one. can be seen in the ca:~e 
4~ n = 4: There are xz spanning trees which form a hamiitonian path (type I), and 4 
which fo.rm, a "star" (ffpe 2). After creating the first component {a, b} of size 2, the 
new algorithm will create a disjoint second component {c, d} with probability ½ if 
the tree is to be type 1, and never if it is to be type 2, hence the overall probability is 
41 that two disjoint components of size 2 are formed. The random process we have 
studied above, however, will create {c, d} with probability ~, since {c, d} is only one 
of five inequivalent pairs that might fire next. The new model is qualitativ,zly 
different from the old because it makes the merging of two large componef~ts 
significantly more probabh.; thus, we would not expect the weighted rule to g~v,z 
such a substantial improvement over the unweighted rule when using this model. 
~ ,e  random spanning tree model has been studied by Yao [ 12]; we shah analyze 
it in a somewhat different way, so that its similarities and differences with respect o 
the random graph model are clarified. 
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In the next few sections we shall use the symbols En,g,m and En.k to represent 
quantities in the new model analogous to those in the old; in other words, E..k is 
the expectednumber of classes of size k formed during the aWgcrithm, and E..k,m is 
the expected number of times we merge a class R[x] of size k with a class R[y] of 
size m. Note that we must have 
E,,.t = Z E..k.Z-k (9,1) 
l~k<l 
in both models when l > !, since every class of size > 1 is obtained by merging. 
In the new model the ratio L,,.k,t-k/E,,,: is independent of n, since the l -  1 unions 
which form a class of size I do not affect the behavior of other unions. More 
precisely, consider any subset A of I elements, and any sequence of uniens in which 
A is formed. Then we can replace the l -1  unions forming A by any of the 
lt-2(l - 1)I such sequences, obtaining in this way all sequences of n -1  union 
operations in which class A is formed and the n - l  other unions are held constant, 
It follow~ that 
E,,.t,.l-k/E,,.l = Et.k,l-k, (9.2) 
so we must only determine the numbers E,,.k and E,,.k.,,-k in the new model in order 
to deduce all the E,,.k.,, values. 
To determine E,,.k.,,-k, consider how many sequences of unions end by merging 
R[x] with R[y], where class R[x] is a particular set A of size k. There are 
kk -2(k -1) !  sequences of unions which construct A, (n -k)" -k -2(n- -k  - 1)! 
/1"1-2x sequences of unions which connect up the other elements, tk-~J way:; to intermix 
these sequences, and k(n -  k) unions which could come last, hence 
E~k~-k k(a -  k) k_2( k n--2 /n , _2 (  n )! "' - 2 (2)  k -1 ) ' (n -k ) " -k -2 (n -k -1 ) ' (k  1) --1 
(~)k- l ( l ' l - -k~n-k- '  
' , n ,  2(n -1)  (9.3) 
(As in Equation (3.2) we must include a factor of 1 because of the symmetry 
between x and y.) Note that for fixed k and l, the asymptotic ratio of E.,k.t-k/E..t as 
n ~ cJo in our former model approaches Et.k.~-k, the exact ratio of E,,.k,Z-k/E.,I in the 
present model, by Equation (3.6) and Theorem 3(a)~ Therefore the new model 
essent?dly reflects the "local" behavior of the former model on small components. 
Alternatively we can regard the spanning tree model as an indication of the "early" 
behavior of the former model, since 
E,~,k,l-k(T) 
El, k,l-k = lira 
T-.O E . I (T )  ' 
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where the quantities on the right are obtained by substituting T for oo in (3.3) and 
(7.2). 
Let p,~= E,~,~-~ be the probabilitythat the finalunion is a (k, n -k ) -merge,  and 
let C~ rw, C~ F be the average total~e0st of urLions in the weighted and unweighted 
equiv~ence algorithms, respectively. The independence argument by which we 
estabtished (9.2)shows also that 
= - CoFw C~ °vw ~ pa,(min(k, n k)+ Ck °Fw + ~-k ), 
O<k<n 
(0.4) 
c7  -- E t,.~(k + c~ ~ + c%) ,  
O<k<n 
(9..5) 
because the behavior of the algorithm within the classes of sizes k and n -k  is the 
same as its behavior on classes of tolal size k and n -k .  Yao [12] has proved tha 
C°nrW~n logn, C~F~n 3/2, using a differedt approach to the analysis; by studyin~;, 
recurrences (9A) and (9.5), we will be able to obtain more precise results. 
10. Solution of recurrences 
According to the equations we have just derived, the average behavior of 
equivalence algorithms in the spanning tree model can be described by recurrence 
relatious of the general form 
x .=t~+ ~. p.k(Xk+X~-k) (10.1) 
O<k<n 
where 
1 (n~(k.~k-~(n-k.~ ~-k-~ 
P~=2(n-1) \k ]Xn J  \ - -~J (1(.).::,) 
Before considering this particular ecurrence in detail, it will be interesting to 
d~duee properties implied by (10.1)for any choice of the p~k such that ~P,k -- I, 
since such recurrences arise also in the solution of several other algorithm:; (eg.. in 
studies of quieksort and of digital search trees). If cl = 1 ar~,_ c~ = 0 for 2!1 n > 1 it is 
immediate that x~ = n for a!! n; ,imiiarly if cl = 0 and c. = 1 for all n > 1 ';ve have 
x,~ = n - 1 for all n. In general x. i~ a monotone function of (Cl, . . . .  c~), he1~ce these 
particular solutions allow us to conclude that 
c. = O(1) implies x, = O(n). (10.3) 
Let us now specialize (10.1) to the case that 
e~ = rfk )r(n - k )/s (n ) (~ 0 4) 
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for some,' functions r and s, where r(n)= 0 for n ~< 0 and 
s(n)= ~ r(k)r(n - k ). (10.5) 
k 
Clear l )  (10.2) has this form, with r(n)=n"-I/nl: for n~>l ,  and s (n )= 
2(n - 1 )n" -2 /n  !. When P,k = P, , , -k  we can replace (13.1 ) by 
x,, = c~ + 2 7_, pnkXk. (10.6) 
O<k<n 
If we can find sequences  ,.~,,~ such that ~-~k PnkXk has a simple form, we can insert the 
corresponding values into (10.6) and obtain a sequence (cn) with a known solution 
(x,,); l inear combinat ions  of these special s~quences (c~) can then be used to obtain 
many further solutions. The form of (10.4)suggests that we iry x~ = r (n -m) / r (n )  
for some fixed nonnegat ive  integer m: the~l we have 
V,_,p.kXk "- s(n - m)/s(n), 
k 
hence ~ ~,~) = r (n -  m)/r(n)  is the solution to (10.6) when 
r (n -m)  s (n -m)  
c,, =c~ m) - 2 (10.7) 
r(n) s(n) 
If r (n )~0 for n I> 1, we can obtain any sequence (c,) as a (possibly infinite) l ineal 
(m) (m) ec(")) since c = 0 for n <~ m and c~-~ = combinat ion of the special seq!~.enc s, , . ,  , 
r(1)/r(m + ~ )¢-0; the: so lut io ,  to (10.6)wi l l  then be the same linear combinat ion of 
the sequeaces (x(,')). 
In our case (1, 0.2), we find for example when m = 1 that x, = (1 - 1 /n ' " - ' ,  - solves 
(10.1), when c, =(1 -  1/n)"-2(2/(n - 1) 2 -  ~) for n I> 2. However,  this general 
approach does not seem to lead to sufficiently simple formulas, so we shall now 
restrEt  considerat ion to the part icular case ( i0.2),  when more powerful  techniques 
can b,,~ a'~e d. 
U .  S(,iufion of the s pamt~ng tree recurrence 
l_,et us assume that cl = 0, since we have already determined the dependence of 
x,  on cl. When P,,k is given by (10.2), we can multiply both sides of (10.6) by 
(,, - l )n  n--1/n !, obta in ing 
" ~x~ (n - k (11. t ) (n -1 )n  - lX ,=d,+ n E kk- )" ~ ~, 
n! 0<k<~ k! (n -k ) !  
where  
d~-  (n -  1) ," -  ~c,~/,! . (I i2 )  
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The form of (11.1)suggests tha~ we introduce the generating fu~io:::,s 
O(z)= X n ' - 'x . .  z , (11.3) 
n~2 IZ [ 
l~ n--1 
F(z)= Z ~z  ~, 
n~l  
(11.4) 
D(z)= E d,,z", (11..5) 
n~,2 
and we obtain the equivalent relation 
O'(z)-z-XO(z) = z-XD(z)+ ~z (F(z)G(z)) " 
= z-ID(z)+ F'(z)G(z)+ F(z)G'(z). (11.6) 
It is well known (see e.g. [4, p. 392]) that thk~ particular function F(z) satisfies 
F(z)= z eV~Z); (1!.7) 
hence 
F ' ( z )  = F(z) z(1-F(z))" (11.8,) 
We can now multiply (11.6) by 1/F(z) and ,rewrite it as 
X d i - F(z) O(~)) = D(z) 
dz F(z) zF(z) ; (11.9) 
the solution with cl = 0 is 
F(z) f" D(w)dw 
G(z)=I-F------~)Jo wF(w)" (11.10) 
Let us now imitate our procedure of the previous section, finding a set of 
.'unctions D,,,(w) such t:hat the integral in (11.10) has a simple form and thenL 
expressing the general ease as a linear combination of these special ones. It is 
natural to set 
D.,,(z )= zF(z )'"F'(z ) = F(z )"+ 1 / (1 - F(z )); 
then .'_he corresponding generating function is 
F(z) F(w) ''-1 dF(w) O~(z)= 1 - F-- ---(.:) 
(11.11) 
m 
F(z) F(z)" 1 
- - - -  =- -D in (z ) ,  
1 -F (z )  m m 
for m >0. 
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(In other words, Din(z )  is an el~.~niunction f the linear mapping D G defined by 
(11.10), with eigenva!ue l i ra . )  To find the power series expansion of D, , (z ) ,  we 
may use Lagrange's  general  inversion ¢ormula, according to which the relation, 
z = t f ( t )= t-t-f i t  2 +f2t  3 +.  • • and 1 + wlz + w2z 2 + . . . .  g ( t )= ! + g~t + get2 +" 
imply that nw,  is the coefficient of t "-~ in g'(t) f (t) -" .  Letting i =F(z ) ,  f(t):--- e-', 
g( t )=t '+ i / (1 - t ) ,  we obtain nwn=~O~k<,_ , ,nk (n -k ) /k !=n" - "~/ (n -m- .  1)!, 
hence 
rt--m--1 
n 
Dm(z~=,>,,Z (n -m-1) :z " "  (11.12) 
The corresponding c'" . ' ~, accordin~ , J  t l  1.2), are given by 
<~) (n -2 ) !  n -2  n -m 
c, , :=c,  = , ,_ l(  n , for n ~2.  (11.13) 
n -m- -  1)! n n 
We have proved the fol lowing result: 
Lemma 3. Let  m be a positive integer., The solution to (10.1 ), (10.2) is 
_fro) n -1  tin) 
x,, = x ,, = c ,, , (11.14) 
m 
_~m) 
when % = c , is the seque,,ice defined in (11.13). 
In order to translate Lemma 3 into a more useful form, let us write (cf. [6]) 
Q(ac,  a l ,  a2, . . .)(n )= ao + a l ~  
n- i  n- -1 n -2  
+az  +. . . .  (11.15) 
F/ F/ n 
By successively setting n = 1, 2, 3 , . . .  in thi~ formula we see that an), function of 
the positive integer n can be written as Q(ao, a~, a2 . . . .  )(n) for some sequence 
(a0, ax, a2, . . . ) .  and if we are lucky the a 's  will form a nice pattern. 
Suppose c,, = Q(ao.  a~, a2 , . . . ) (n )  where am = 1 and all the other a, are zero. We 
have 
n-1  n -2  n -m m <.,) 1 ~,.+1~ 
. . . . .  = ~ c ,  + c,  , (11 16) 
n n n m+l  m+l  
so the solution x. must be 
n -1  o ,1)  n-1  ( , , ,+ l l=tn -1  + n \ n-1  n -7  
c° +(,.777) . ,+7  (mT ) ,, ,, 
t l  - P7'1 
?l  
t i i . i i }  
note that this works also when m = 0. Therefore Lemma 3 can bc rcph ascd as 
follows" 
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~ .  ~ m~UtiOa ~ (110.1), (lO.2) when c~ =:O(ao, at, a2,...)(n) is 
. o2 ) > 
2 3 (n)+nQ do ai a2 , , ~ .... ,~ , -~, . . .  (n ) .  (ll.lS) 
U~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~  model 
~t us now ~ th~ results of the previous section to determine the average 
~has~or of the spanning treemodel. First we skall study some special cases of the 
general O function defined in (11.15). It is not difficult to verify that 
0(1 ,  2, 3 , . . . ) (n )  = n; 
furthermore 
(12 1) 
O(1, 1, 1, . . . ) (n)=O(n)= w f~ 1 1/:) -~+O(n-  (12.2~, 
;q the ftmction discussed in (2.14). Let us now write Oo(n) = n, Oa(n)= O(n) and 
O(1, ½, ~, . . .)(n ) = O2(n ),. (12.3) 
' 1 1 / 
O( 1, ~-~,-~, . . . (n)= O~(n); (12.4) 
K.,xtskal has proved [7] that 
O2(n)- ½ In n + ~(y + In 2)+O(1), 
and it is obvious that 
(12.5) 
1 1 
03(n)< 1 +~+~+.  • • = o(1) .  
According to Equation (11.18 ), 
c,,=Oj(n) implies x,,=(n-1)Oj+x(n)+nOj+2(n). (12.6) 
Combining this with (10.3) and the above estimates, we see that 
1-- a + 
c,, =aqn+O( i )  implies x,, =-~wn Inn O(n), (12.7) 
for any constant a, sino- c , - (2a/42w)Ot(n)+O(i ) .  Similarly we can improve 
(10..3) to 
c~ ---, O(log n) implies xn = O(n). (12.8) 
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For the unweighted algorithm, we have c, = n/2 for n ~- 2 (of,. (9.5)), hence the 
average cost of unweighted unions ca;~ be expressed in :'cioscd form" as 
C °r: ½(n 1)Q(n)+znOz(n)  -1  = -- ~i,l 
3]? q. ¼n In + O(n). = n n (12.9) 
For  .the we ighted  a lgor i thm,  we must  sum 
c ,= Y' p, k min(k ,n - -k ) ,  (12.10) 
O<k<n 
but this does not appear to have a simple closed form. By arguing as in Lemma i, 
we have 
1 n n)di,(n,k)=l n 3/2 ( (}~ 1 ',\ 
P"k := 2(n --1) k (n - k x/-~-~ k Sl2(n _ k )~/2 1 +0 , +-if--t--k-))' 
hence 
3/2 1 n 
c,, = 20<k<r,/2E ,vt-~w k 1/2(tl -- k" )3/~ + 0( i  ). 
EuleFs summation for)nt~la implies that 
,,./2 dX 
2 , O<k<n/2 k - .q X 12(n x 
-3/2) 
*~J ,  {x}-2)n -x  x x ' /2 (n -x f " "  
=n ,1 d ~, ,~1/2 +O(n  ,.t2) 
2 -312), =-+O(n 
n 
hence c,, --: ,,/2,~/'tr +O(1). Relation (12.7)now yields the asymptotic behavior of the 
algoritl~'n i  the weighted case, 
CC~w 1 ,, =- -n  In n +O(n).  (12 I I) 
We have p~oved 
1~em'~m 4. The average number of times the QFW algorithm changes entrtes,, its 
R tabie while doing n - 1 set unions, under the ae::~nning tree model, is ~ n l~ t: ~, 
O(n); the (unweighted) QF algorithm makes (v/8)~''n3/2+O(e~aog~a) ,:lt, h 
ck, anges, on the average. 
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H~.'~ are the results of empirical tests anaMgous to those in Section 8, using the 
span ndng ~ee model: 
. n Obu:tved cost, QF ~xff~./9on 3/2 + Observed cost, --n In n 
¼n In n QFW "rr 
2 1.0+0 2.1 !o0+0 0.4 
4 4o3±0.1 6.4 3.4 4.0.2 1.8 
8 14.34-0.3 18.3 9.04-0.2 5.3 
16 44.24-1.9 51.2 22.64-0.6 14.1 
32 135±9 ll41 ", 1 5,... ±2.2 35.3 
64 3434.13 .'!;87 121.24- 2.7 84.7 
128 992±47 1063 274.64-5.9 197.7 
256 29804-210 2922 5804-9 452 
512 7490d:520 8058 13504-21 1017 
1024 22450± 1765 22 309 28374-56 2259 
2048 ~tl t~37 + ~to~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 61 984 61754-86 4970 
4096 169 628± 12930 172 792 13 496± 266 10 845 
The true value.~ of (C °r, C~ °vw) for n = 2, 4, 8, 16 are respectively (I, I), 
(4.375, 3.25), (1,1,62, 8.85), (44.26, 22.09). 
If we set c, = 8n~ in recurrence (10.1), the resulting value of x, will be E~.k, the 
average number of classes of size k. Hence the general solution to (10.1), (10.2) can 
be written 
x.  = E (12.12) 
We shall complete our study of the recurrence by determining E~,~, for fixed m ~> 2, 
using the methods of Section 11. 
Actx~ding to (11.5) and(11.10) we have 
F(z )  ~" m m-2 1~, m-1 
O(z) - ' i -F (z )  (m-2)~ F(w) dw. (12.13) 
This integral can be evaluated by using the known formula (ef. [4, Exercise 
2.3.4.4-29]) 
n--l--r 
E n__.__ . F(z)'=rn~.,(n_r)!Z , J,#0; 
t~e integral becomes 
m m-2  l ln  Z n+r~ 
(m - 2)! ,~  i , - - -7 -  - tn -r . ) !  n + m 
! m ''-2 n" (n+2)(n+3) . . . (n+m- l )  
. - (n  + m)!  " 
(12.14) 
(12.15) 
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m -k We wish to write the latter term as a linear combination of the functions z F(z  ) , 
for 1 ~< k <~ m; thus, we set 
m--2 n 
in  n 
(m - 2)l .~ , .  (n + m )! 
(n + 2) . . .  (n + m - 1)z"+" 
= 5" bkz ' "F (z )  -k 
1,~ks;m 
n"( ) 
=-n~-m y~ (n+m)!  l~k<~mE kbk(n+k+l ) . . . (n+m)  z "+'', (12.::6) 
and the b's must satisfy 
b l (n+2) . . .  (n + m)+ 2bzn(n  + 3) . . . (n + m)+.  . . 
+ (m - 1 )bm_ ln" -Z(n  + m )+ mb,,n m-] 
m m-2  
(m-2)  
(n+2) (n+3) . .  • (n +m- l )  
for all n. Since both sides of this equation are polynomials in n of degree m - 1, ~he 
b's can be determined by successively inserting the values n = -m . . . . .  n = -1 ,  and 
we find without difficulty that 
bm-i = mi -2 / ] l ,  foi" O~ <j ~< m - 2; 
bi = m m-3/ (m - l ) ! -mm- l /m! .  
Now (12.13), (12.14), (12,15) and (11.8) yield 
i F (z )  x-' 
G(Z)= m21-F(z )  l~k~<m 
bkz"F(z ) -~zF ' ( z )  
,,/ 1 n" m. ~-I (n -m)" - "  
= ,~,,, z t-~--~.+, m'. (n -m)!  - E O<~i<ra 
m i-2 (n - rn)"- i - t~ 
~i (,, - i -  1)! ) 
Hence 
m-I  ( lm ( 
E, , ,  = n + 1-- 
' \m m! 
E mi-:"(]! 1-rnV'-~ 
O<~i<m rl ] 
(n -  1)! 
(n -m)" - l (n  -m)!  
(n -  1)! ) 
(n - m); (n - / -  : )! 
(:2 17) 
In particular, 
E.,~=~ 1 +( : - ] ;  . 
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For  masn  --, oo we have 
, ,-,,, /It ./~q m-¢-I 
+e- ' (  - -  
', m ! 
i~  m e -m 
=m~( 14 m! (m-O(m)) ) .  (12.19) 
This eoe:fficient, of order m -3/2, is significantly different from our result E,,,,k ~ n~ k 2 
in the random graph model. 
13. 1L I~ 
In order to analy~ a variety of equivalence class algorithms in a variety of 
models, we _can eonstruO an extended binary tree which retains essentially all of tbe 
necessary information about the Set union operations which caused classes to 
merge. Given a sequence of ordered pairs (xl, y l ) , . . . ,  (x,-t, y,-t) such that the 
unordered pairs {xt, y l} , . . . ,  (x,,_t, Y,,-1} form a spanning tree on the vertices 
{ l ,2 , . . . ,n} ,  let the associated union tree be defined as follows: For 1 <~]<n~, 
construct anew node whose left subtree is the union tree for the current component 
of xi and whose right subtree is the union tree for the current component of Yr. (By 
"current component" we mean t:~c onnected component defined by the previous 
eClges {xl, y l}, . . . ,  {xi-~, y/--~}.) The union tree for a component of size 1 is a single 
terminal node. 
Thus, for example, the union tree associated with the sequence (3, 0), (4, ~), 
(6 2), (9, 8), (3, 1), (6, 5). (2, 9), (1, 5), (4, 7) is shown in Fig. 1. (The labels shown 
on these terminal nodes are not really part of the tree, they merely help to indiczte 
the. manner of construction.) Note that the union tree has been defined for ordered 
pairs (x,, yi); if the last pair of the example were (7, 4) instead of (4, 7) the tree 
would be different. This convention about ordered pairs avoids complications that 
would otherwise arise when ecunting binary trees whose left and right subtrees are 
isomorphic. 
(13.1) 
F ig .  1. 
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We can extend the models 9f random behavior used above to obtain definitions 
of random union trees by assuming that each edge {x, y} occurring in the random 
graph or random spanning tree is equally likely to appear as (x, y) or as (y, x) when 
the corresponding union tree is being built up. Then each of the (2n - 2)!/n !(n - 1)! 
possible ~inary trees with n terminal nodes will occur with a certain probability. F'or 
example, when n =4 the five possible union trees (see Fig. 2) each occur with 
probability 1/5 in the random graph model, while the respective probabilitics are 
(~, ~,  _14, s__16, ~})iv the spanning tree model. 
Fi~. 2. 
(13.2) 
The probability of a particular tree T can be calculated in the random graph 
model by considering the functiov P(T, t) which denotes the probability that T has 
been formed at time t. Let I TI be the number of terminal nodes of T; and if I TL > 1 
let Tt and/", be the respective left and right subtrees of the root, so that ITtl + tT, - 
ITI. When ITI = 1 we define P(T, t)= 1, otherwise we let 
t 
ITIt -1) t  [, e-lr'l p(T,t)=2(lTtl_l)!(lT, 'r'l"P(Tt, u)P(T , ,u)du.  (13.3) 
Then P(T, oo)is the probability that T is formed by the algorithm. 
For example when T is the middle tree of (13.2) it can be shown that 
P(7; t )= ~-  3 e - "  + ~ e - s ' -  2 e -6', 
but for the other four trees we have 
p(T, t)._-~_e-3' + 9 e -S ' -e  -6'. 
The sum of i~,T, t) over all five trees T is, of course, P4(t). Although a!! five ttees 
will occur with probability ~, the middle tree tends to occur "faster" when it ~oes 
occur, since the middle :."unction is (e - ' -e -2 t )  3 larger than the otiacrs 
Let Ta be the tree wi~h ITxl= 1, and let T, be the tree with iT.,! == pz wh,~e )igi:t 
subtree is T._~; thus T,, is a "degenerate" tree, having the longest path length ~wer 
all trees with n terminal nodes. For these special trees an inductive axg~me~t ca ~, bc 
used to e ~press the P function as a fairly simple sum, 
P(T , , t )=  5". ( _ l )kn! (n - l ) ! (2n- l -2k )e  k(~, ~ ~-),.: (13.~) 
O~k<n k!(2n - l - k ) !  
Curiousl,y we have 
P(T., oo)= n!(n -- l)!/(2n - 2)!, 
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which is the exact rec4procal ofthe total number of binary trees; in other words, the 
degenerate ree occurs just as often a~ it would in a uniform distribution over trees. 
Unfortunately the probabilities P(T, oo) for other trees do not have such simple 
properties, and for n > 4 the distribution becomes far from uniferm.~Computer 
~ la f ions for  n= I0 shrew that the tree in Fig. 3 has maximum probability,over all
18!/10!9!=4862 binary trees with ~10 terminal nodes; its ~ probability is 
74.615232/35 942 281 times 1/4862. The least probable trees are obtained by 
joiningtwo degenerate Ts's; their probability is only 8 515 903/27199 564 times 
1/4862. According to results we have already derived, a tree whose |eft subtree has 
nearly n/2 terminal nodes will almost never occur for large n. 
(13.6;! 
Fig. 3. 
The tree probabilities in the spanning tree model are much simpler. Let S(T) be 
the set of all n - 1 nonterminal subtrees of T; when [TI = n; then it is not difficult to 
prove that T occurs in the spanning tree model with probability 
n! 11 (13 .7 )  P(T)= (2n)._ 1 .,seT)[TI- 1" 
For the probability is dearly 
Pl~'l.b'd = II 
~'¢${1") ~¢S{T) 
r(l'rtl)r(i ',,I) 1 r(b'l) 
s(l 'l) - r(n ) If 
using the notation of (10.4); and r(n)/s(n)= n/2(n - 1). 
IneidentaUy, whenever ~Ih,~ probability distribution for trees has the "separable" 
form 
PCF)=NTI) [-I g(b-I) (13.8) 
~'¢S(T) 
for some functions f and g, we can use recurrences like (10.1) satisfying property 
(10o4) to analyze cost functions on the trees. Three examples of such probability 
distributions appear in [5, Exerdr, e 6.3-36]. 
Once we know the tree probabilities, we can analyze several equivalence 
algorithms. The cost of tree 7 in the QFW algorithm is 
c°rw(T)  = Y_ min([~ll.[~',l), (13.9) 
~¢S(T) 
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and in the unweighted a!gerithm it is 
c°F (T )  = E I ,1. (13.10) 
reS(T)  
When the probability model assigns equal probabilities to (x~ y) and (y, x), so that 
all trees obtainable from a given tree by interchanging left and -;,,ht subtrees are 
eqmpr,:o~,b!e, (13.10) can be replaced by one-half the external path length of T, 
i.e., 
cOFCT)=  E I, 1, (13.11) 
l"eS(T) 
because Ir l will be ½(i zl + l ,l)--½1 l on the average. The quantity (13.11)will have 
the same mean as (13.10), but not the same variance. 
Yao [12] has analyzed two other algorithms which he calls "'quick merge" and 
"quick merge weighted", it is not difficult to see that we can study the length of 
"find" operations on the merge steps of these algorithms by considering union 
trees, u..,fing the respective costs 
cQM(T) = ~ cOF('r)/17"l, (13.12) 
reS(T)  
c°~w(T)  = E (13.!3) 
rES(T) 
provided that the probability model we are using assigns equal probability to all 
sequences (.Xl, Yl), • • •, (x,-1, y,-~) in v, hich (xi, yi) is replaced by (xl, Yl), where xl 
and y~ are in the same current components as xi and y;. Both of the mode!~ we are 
considering have this property; in the random graph model the-e formulas do not 
accour.z for "Ead" operations when a redundant edge is encountered. In the 
spannir~g tree model we can obtain the average behavior of these two algorithms by 
solving the,  ecurrences 
C°. M = C°. F / n + 2 ~ p,,kC °M, (13.14) 
O<k<n 
r~ (-,QMW C° .mW-c°VW/n  +2 2 e,~k.~k , (13.I5) 
O<k<n 
as m ,q ~ction I2 above. From (12.7), (12.81), and Theorem 4 we may conclude that 
C °M -- ¼n In n + O(n) and C' °~rw = O(n ), thereby confirming and slightly sharpen-. 
ing Y~,o's results. 
Doyle and Rivest [2~ have studied equivalence algorithms under a third prob'- 
ability model, assuming that each union takes place between a random pair ot 
equiva|ence ' " - ~- c~asses present a~ the time, regardless of the sizes of ~hese cla.~,~e~. 
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Although their model may be up.realistic, it is interesting to note that it leads to 
union trees with the same probability distribution a,o that of binary search trees; cf. 
[5, Section 6.2.2]. For example, the five union trees in (13.2) have the exvected 
probabilities (6 x, 6 x, 3 x, 6 x, 61) in this model. Since the first: unio, ieav':s classes of sizes 
(2, 1, . . . .  ,1), and since the su~',e&uent behavior of the algorit~hm is to construct a
random union tree from these n -  1 classes, it is clear that random union trees with 
n terminal nodes are obtained from those with n -1  by replacing a random 
terminal node by a branch node, and this is essentially the same process which 
produces random binary search trees. We can analyze the four union algorithms ~n 
this model by using Equations (9.4)~ (9.5), (13.14), and (13.15) with the separable 
probability distribvtion pnk = 1 / (n -  1 ). The resulting solutions are 
C ° r  =n(H, , -1 )=n in n +O(n); 
C °r'w = nH, , -½nHt, , /2 j -  t'n/2] =½n In n +O(n); 
C °M = 2nHC~ ) -2n - -H , ,  + 1 = (~r ' -  2)n + O(log n); 
,. Mw ffi O(n). 
(13.16) 
Note that in this model the union tree tends to be reasonably well-balanced, so the 
weighted algorithm gaves only a factor of 2. 
14. Open problems 
We have proved that the Qb'~V. algorithm has linear expected running, time in the 
random graph model, arid we have analyzed fo•.r distinct algorithms in the other 
models, ~"" :ev..-~i r~lated questions are still waiting to he r~,,h,~a 
Perhaps the most important problem remaining is to determine the asymptotic 
behavior of Pn(t) when n -3/2 <~ t <~ n -1, since our est.mates are unsati,ffaetory in this 
interval. Such an improvement should help in ~:he analysis of many other 
algorithms, ~use  the function Pn(t) describes the behavior of random graphs. A 
detailed knowledge of P.. (t) would probably establish the conjecture (7.7), and 
perhaps it would also lead to an analytic determination of the constant 
Given random input sequences of length I in the random graph model, is it true 
that the expected runnir ~ ~L~,e of algorithm QFW is O(/)? Our proof gi'ves O(l + n), 
which is satisfactory if ,r is order n at least; and for very small i the individual 
componer;~ almost always have bounded size. But for l ~ n/log n, say, we do not 
know how to answer this question. 
Anotber ~_etural problem the authors have not been able to resolve is the 
,~,stlmatmn of  P (T ,~)  for ~ven trees 7'. This ought to shed further light on 
equivalence algc.ithms and the connectivity of random graphs. 
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